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Have you ever wanted to be able to make complex math calculus in your mind, without a calculator?

You've come to the right place! This book encompasses every topic on mental math calculation that

you can ever encounter in daily life or in an exam. Techniques are thoroughly introduced, described,

and explained through the usage of proper and adequate examples and basic general math

properties and formula. In this book, I will teach you simple, yet very important tips and tricks that

will cause you to be able to solve math problems in a matter of minutes, if not seconds, without

using the calculator. Here's a gist of what you'll learn: Addition and subtraction Multiplication

Division The famous walk on the number line Find the sum of one to 100 Multiplying two-digit

numbers with 11 Simultaneously doubling and halving terms in a problem, incorporating even terms

Brain teasers (tests!) And much more....
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Understanding how math works is important to so many people, and it makes studying seem so

difficult sometimes. Understanding the principals behind mental math can help you to become a

better wielder of math. This book offers suggestions when it comes to learning the best ways to

complete math problems in your brain. This book has some wonderful suggestions that can help

anyone overcome their troubles with many math issues.

some easy however powerful tips during this book, I am by no suggests that a math's knowledgable

however I found this book to be pretty simple and simple to grasp. It's well ordered out and with



sensible examples. I like to recommend to anyone UN agency uses math's in the slightest degree in

their day to day lide.

This is a great way to learn the techniques when it comes to mental math .I bought this to share it to

my sister to develop the skills she already have. And we enjoyed the book a lot.If you want to unfold

the secret to mental math and learn the process one by one then this book is good for you!

I never liked Math as a subject. I don't know how I will be able to read this book. However, the title

said: Mental Math: Calculation Secrets For Beginners. So I have given it a try. And viola! I'm so glad

that I did read this. I learned a lot of things--one of them not to be afraid of numbers. That I need to

learn how to observe well and carefully. This is a very intelligent book! I will surely tell my kids to

read this too. Math is not something to be afraid of now!

Some simple but powerful tips in this book, I'm by no means a maths expert but I found this book to

be pretty straightforward and easy to understand. It's well laid out and with good examples. I

recommend to anyone who uses maths at all in their day to day life.

Mental Math is very important whether you hold a clerical job or manage a big corporation. Mental

math allows you to think quickly and not rely on computing gadget which may not be readily

available. Knowing how to compute in your head makes you look competent and in command.

There's nothing more embarrassing than being beaten by a 10 year old in the answer for a simple

addition and subtraction problem. Dependency on calculators and gadgets does just that. With this

book, you get to learn how to think on your feet when it comes to solving math problems. Also,

constant brain practice creates for a healthier and more dynamic neurological pattern in our brains

thus helping delay certain brain and motor diseases ( so the experts say).

Our family contains a members which is good in Mathematics or good in English but I don't belong

to both.I am very bad at vocabulary and grammar and so does in Math.I am easily confuse about

numbers.Honestly,I found out that in order to solve the mathematical problem is to know how the

solution pattern.I am so bad in this subjects.And I was so curious about this book,as the title

says,Calculation Secrets for beginners,so I tried to learn by following the author's mathematical

techniques.And it is so amazing,I cannot tell that I become good but I am now able to understand

how this works. This book very well written. It's fun. It's practical. And as long as you take your time



to mentally practice what you're learning along the way, you can and should be able to master the

techniques in this book for sure and I am hoping that myself too. You needn't have any

mathematical expertise going in. Of course, the author doesn't promise anything special about what

you can do with these abilities, although there are some practical applications suggested along the

way.

I have a job where one of the things that I need to do is provide accurate calculations on the fly.

Although I am not an expert at mental math I would consider myself above average. I was just

looking for a resource that would serve as a quick refresher and maybe pick up a thing or two along

the way. This book did exactly that. It gives you all of the necessary information in one convenient

so you don't have to go back and relearn 8 years worth of high school and college math. The

formatting and organization of the book made it very easy to condense the information. If you're

interested in this subject I would recommend this book.
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